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Local Approach to Strength Mis-Match Effect on Cleavage Fracture of Notched Material

M. Ohata, F. Minami and M. Toyoda

Department of Welding and Production Engineering, Osaka University, 2-1 Yamada-Oka, Suita, Osaka, Japan

Abstract. This paper discusses the strength mis-match effect on cleavage fracture of notched materials based on the local approach. The aim of the study is to verify the independence of the critical Weibull stress at fracture on the strength mis-match condition. Diffusion bonded joints were made with two materials S and H different in strength level. Two types of 3-point bend specimen were extracted. One had a notch in the lower strength material S near the bonded interface, and another in the higher strength material H. Homogeneous specimens were also made for each material. The critical CTOD value at cleavage fracture for the overmatched specimen with a notch in the material S was smaller than that of the homogeneous specimen of the material S. By contrast, the undermatched specimen with a notch in the material H showed apparently larger critical CTOD value than the homogeneous specimen of the material H. The strength mis-match effect on the CTOD results was explained in terms of the constraint effect on the near-tip stress field. Namely, the near-tip stress is elevated by strength overmatching and relaxed by strength undermatching. The Weibull stresses for the homogeneous and mis-matched specimens were evaluated in the light of the near-tip stress fields. The critical Weibull stress at fracture did not depend on the strength mis-match condition near the notch. By using the critical Weibull stress obtained for the homogeneous specimen, the strength mis-match effect on the CTOD results can be predicted. Close agreement was observed between the critical CTOD value predicted and that obtained by the experiment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Strength mis-matching between the base and weld metals in welded joints imposes a complex problem in fracture toughness evaluation of welds. Locating a notch in the HAZ (heat affected zone) along the fusion line of mis-matched welds brings about asymmetrical crack opening [1-3]. This implies that the conventional fracture mechanics parameter such as the total CTOD (crack tip opening displacement) is not always applicable to mis-matched welds. Strength mis-matching exerts an influence also on the fracture resistance of welds. There are many experimental observations that the critical CTOD value of HAZ notched specimens decreases with increasing the strength level of the weld metal [4,5]. This is due to the constraint effect by strength mis-matching on the stress field in the HAZ. For instance, the strength overmatch of the weld metal elevates a local stress in the HAZ [6], which promotes fracture initiation in the HAZ at a lower CTOD level than matched welds.

In this study, the strength mis-match effect on fracture properties of notched specimens was discussed on the basis of the local approach [7,8]. The dependence of cleavage resistance and the fracture initiation location on the mechanical heterogeneity in the vicinity of the notch tip was focused. Three dimensional FE-analysis was conducted to address the strength mis-match effect on the stress distribution around the notch tip. The major purpose of this study is to demonstrate the independence of the critical Weibull stress at fracture on the strength mis-match condition near the notch.

2. STRENGTH MIS-MATCH EFFECT ON CTOD RESULTS OF NOTCHED MATERIAL

Diffusion bonding of SM490 steel and HT780 steel was conducted to present a large degree of strength mis-matching. Table 1 gives the chemical composition of these steels. The plate thickness of each steel...
Table 1 Chemical composition and mechanical properties of materials S and H used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Holding time (hr)</th>
<th>Cooling condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>furnace cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>furnace cooling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YR : Yield to tensile ratio (=\(\sigma_y/\sigma_T\)), \(\sigma_T\) : Tensile strength, \(\sigma_y\) : Yield stress (0.2% proof stress), \(\varepsilon_T\) : Uniform elongation

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Yield stress (0.2% proof stress)} & \quad \sigma_y (\text{MPa}) \\
\text{Tensile strength} & \quad \sigma_T (\text{MPa}) \\
\text{Uniform elongation} & \quad \varepsilon_T (\%) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Material S (After heat treatment) 283 472 60 15.9
Material H (After heat treatment) 533 717 74 6.10

σ_T: Yield stress (0.2% proof stress), σ_T: Tensile strength, Y_R: Yield to tensile ratio (=σ_y/σ_T), ε_T: Uniform elongation

Figure 1 shows the procedure and condition for diffusion bonding. The SM490 and HT780 steel plates also followed the same heat treatment as used in the diffusion bonding. The surface of the diffusion bonded joints were cut off 1.0mm to get the useful bonded interface as shown in Fig. 1. Mechanical properties of these materials S and H are given in Table 1. In this paper, the SM490 steel and HT780 steel after heat treatment were termed the material S and material H, respectively. From the diffusion bonded joints and heat treated plates, 3-point bend specimens were extracted as shown in Fig. 2. In Series I, homogeneous specimens of material S and diffusion bonded specimens with a notch on the material S side near the bonded interface were prepared. The aim of Series I test is to investigate the strength overmatch effect on the fracture property of notched specimens. In this paper the diffusion bonded specimens with a notch in the material S are termed overmatched specimens. On the other hand, Series II pays attention to the strength undermatch effect. Homogeneous specimens of material H and diffusion bonded specimens with a notch on the material H side near the interface (undermatched specimens) were used. The microstructures near the bonded interface and apart from the interface were much the same for each material, as shown in Fig. 3. Vickers hardness near the interface was also almost the same as that of the homogeneous plate for each material, as presented in Fig. 4. The notch of the overmatched and undermatched specimens was located at a target distance 1.0mm from the bonded interface. The actual distance between the notch tip and the interface was in the range 0.8 to 1.25mm. It is expected that the
influence of residual stress on fracture resistance of 3-point bend specimen is marginal, because the residual stress component perpendicular to the notch plane is very small. The geometry of all specimens was $B=18$ mm (specimen thickness) × $W=36$ mm (specimen width), and the notch length $a$ including fatigue precrack was 18 mm ($a/W=0.5$).

3-point bend (3PB) tests of Series I and Series II were conducted at -20°C and at 50°C, respectively,
corresponding to a lower temperature in ductile-brittle transition range for each materials S and H. Table 2 gives the mechanical properties of the materials S and H at the test temperature obtained by the round-bar tension test. Yield strength mis-match ratio $\sigma_r = \sigma_{Y}^{H}/\sigma_{Y}^{S}$ for the overmatched specimen (Series I) was 1.77 and that ($=\sigma_{Y}^{S}/\sigma_{Y}^{H}$) for the undermatched specimen (Series II) 0.51, where $\sigma_{Y}^{S}$ and $\sigma_{Y}^{H}$ are yield stress (0.2% proof stress) of the materials S and H at the test temperature, respectively. In the 3PB test, the load $P$ - crack mouth opening displacement $V_g$ relation was recorded. The critical CTOD for all specimens were calculated according to the British standard BS7448 [9]. The fracture initiation point was investigated by SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) and the distance from fatigue crack tip to fracture initiation point was measured for all specimens.

Figure 5 presents the cumulative distribution of the critical CTOD value at brittle fracture initiation. Almost all specimens fractured in a brittle manner with stable crack growth less than 0.2mm ($\delta_c$ mode). The fracture initiation point was located near the crack tip. In undermatched specimens, however, 4 specimens (denoted by ■) had fracture initiation point in the adjacent material S apart from the crack tip after large extension of ductile crack toward the lower strength material S. It can be seen that the distribution of the critical CTOD value is affected by the strength mis-matching. The overmatched specimen provides lower critical CTOD value on the average than the homogeneous specimen (Series I). On the other hand, the undermatched specimen gives higher critical CTOD value than the homogeneous specimen (Series II).

Figure 6 exhibits the location of the fracture initiation point for the homogeneous and heterogeneous specimens. The distance $x$ from the fatigue crack tip to the fracture initiation point was normalized by the

---

**Figure 5** Influence of strength mis-matching on the distribution of critical CTOD value.

**Figure 6** Location of the fracture initiation point in homogeneous and mis-matched specimens.
critical CTOD $\delta_c$. The overmatched specimen had fracture initiation point at a larger distance from fatigue crack tip than the homogeneous specimen. By contrast, in the undermatched specimen, the fracture initiation point was close to the crack tip.

3. STRENGTH MIS-MATCH EFFECT ON THE STRESS FIELD NEAR THE CRACK TIP

The influence of strength mis-matching on the critical CTOD value and the location of the fracture initiation point will be related to the stress field in the vicinity of the crack tip. Three dimensional FE-analysis to address the strength mis-match effect on the near-crack tip stress field was performed.

Figure 7 shows the model of 3-point bend specimens used in the FE-analysis. Because of symmetry in the thickness direction, half of the specimen was modeled. The FE-analysis was conducted by using the non-linear FE-code, JNIKE-3D. 8-node isoparametric elements with 8-Gaussian points were employed. The minimum size of the crack tip element was 0.06 direction perpendicular to the crack plane) x 0.06 (specimen width direction) x 0.5mm (specimen thickness direction). The mesh division near the crack tip was common to all specimen geometries.

Figure 8 gives the equivalent stress - equivalent strain curves of the materials at the test temperature used in the FE-analysis. These stress-strain curves were obtained by the round-bar tension test. The load $P$ - crack mouth opening displacement $V_g$ relation obtained by the FE-analysis agreed well with experimental results. The CTOD in the FE-analysis was calculated according to the same procedure as used in the experiment.

Figure 9 exhibits the distribution of the crack opening stress $\sigma_{yy}$ ahead of the crack tip at the mid-thickness at a certain CTOD level ($\delta=0.1mm$ in Series I and $\delta=0.05mm$ in Series II). These CTOD levels are in the range of the critical CTOD value for each specimen given in Fig. 5. The overmatched specimen presents a higher opening stress near the crack tip than the homogeneous specimen (Series I). On the other hand, the undermatched specimen gives apparently lower stresses than the homogeneous specimen (Series II). Figure 10 compares the peak opening stress ($\sigma_{yy}$)$_{max}$ between the mis-matched specimen and the homogeneous specimen. The peak stress ($\sigma_{yy}$)$_{max}$ is elevated by strength overmatching and relaxed by strength undermatching. The relaxation of ($\sigma_{yy}$)$_{max}$ for the undermatched specimen is more significant.

Figure 11 exhibits a highly stressed region around the crack tip for the homogeneous and mis-matched specimens. Contours of the maximum principal stress $\sigma_1=3.5\sigma_Y^S$ and $4\sigma_Y^S$ are drawn at the CTOD level $\delta=0.1mm$ for Series I, and those of $\sigma_1=3\sigma_Y^H$ at $\delta=0.05mm$ for Series II. The overmatched specimen provides a larger extent of highly stressed region than the homogeneous specimen (Series I). By contrast, in the undermatched specimen, the highly stressed region is apparently small compared to that of the homogeneous specimen (Series II). Similar behavior was observed at other CTOD levels.

These analytical results indicate that the strength mis-match effect on the CTOD test results is attributed to the constraint effect on the near-tip stress field. The strength overmatching activates the stress field ahead of the crack tip, which led to the decrease in the critical CTOD value. On the other hand, the strength undermatching relaxes the near-crack tip stress field, so that the critical CTOD value is increased apparently. The change in fracture initiation location with strength mis-matching also corresponds to the respective near-tip stress field.

The analytical results in Figs. 9 to 10 suggest that the conventional CTOD, total CTOD, does not...
control the near-tip stress field for mis-matched specimens. For specimens with a notch along the interface of dissimilar materials, the local CTOD $\delta_{\text{local}}$ considering asymmetrical crack opening was proposed [10]. Figure 12 provides the distribution of the crack opening stress $\sigma_{yy}$ ahead of the crack tip as a function of $x/\delta_{\text{local}}$ for 3PB specimens in Series I and II. The local CTOD $\delta_{\text{local}}$ was evaluated as $\delta_{\text{local}}=2\delta^*$, where $\delta^*$...
is the local crack tip opening in the opposite direction to the bonded interface. The $\delta^*$ was calculated by using the tangential method [11]. In the case of the homogeneous specimen, the local CTOD is equal to the total CTOD. Figure 12 indicates that even the local CTOD does not always control the near-tip stress field of for mis-matched specimens.

4. APPLICATION OF THE LOCAL APPROACH TO FRACTURE RESISTANCE EVALUATION OF MIS-MATCHED SPECIMENS

4.1 Local Approach

In this study, the Weibull stress, proposed in the local approach [7,8], was applied to evaluate the fracture driving force for notched materials with strength mis-matching. The Weibull stress $\sigma_w$ is given by the integration of the near-tip stress over the fracture process zone $V_f$ in the form

$$\sigma_w = \left( \frac{1}{V_0} \int_{V_f} [\sigma_{eff}]^m dV_f \right)^{1/m}$$

(1)

where $m$ is the Weibull shape parameter of the material and $V_0$ is a reference volume of a fracture unit defined in the local approach. With respect to the near-tip stress, the effective stress $\sigma_{eff}$ [12] was used, considering multiaxial stress state near the notch tip and random spacial distribution of microcracks in the fracture process zone

$$\sigma_{eff} = \left[ \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^\pi \int_0^\pi \left( \sigma_n^2 + \frac{4}{(2-v)^2} \tau^2 \right)^{m/2} \sin \theta d\theta d\phi \right]^{1/m}$$

(2)

where $\sigma_n$ and $\tau$ are the normal stress and the in-plane maximum shear stress for the microcrack, respectively, and the angles $\theta$ and $\phi$ define the orientation of the microcrack relative to the principal stress axis.

According to the local approach, the critical Weibull stress ($\sigma_w)_c$ at brittle fracture initiation obeys the Weibull distribution with the two parameters $m$ and $\sigma_0$ in the form
In eq. (3) $m$ and $\sigma_u$-values are material constants independent of the specimen geometry.

4.2 Cleavage Resistance Evaluated by Weibull Stress

First, the fracture resistance of the homogeneous and mis-matched specimens was evaluated by the Weibull stress. The fracture process zone $V_f$ for the diffusion bonded specimen was taken from the activated region of the material on the notch side. With respect to the reference volume $V_0$, a unit volume $1\text{mm}^3$ was adopted for convenience, because the selection of volume $V_0$ does not affect the $m$-value. In this paper, the Weibull parameters $m$ and $\sigma_u$ were determined by using the iterative procedure [14] with the maximum likelihood method. The integration of the effective stress $\sigma_{eff}$ was performed by the Gaussian quadrature [15] based on the 3D FE-results.

Table 3 summarizes the maximum likelihood estimation of the Weibull parameters $m$ and $\sigma_u$ and their 90% confidence limits [16] for the homogeneous and mis-matched specimens. With respect to the undermatched specimen, in some of which the fracture initiation point was observed in the adjacent material (Material S) after significant amount of crack growth, the least square method was applied. The homogeneous specimen and the mis-matched specimen have almost the same Weibull parameters in both Series I and II. The strength mis-match independence of the critical Weibull stress has been also shown by author's recent results [17], where three-point bend specimens with a notch between parallel Laser welds (hard zones) were tested.

Table 3 Weibull parameters and 90% confidence limits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum likelihood estimation</th>
<th>90% confidence limits</th>
<th>90% confidence limits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_u$ (MPa)</td>
<td>$m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series I</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-20°C)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overmatch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series II</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(50°C)</td>
<td>43+</td>
<td>1739*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Least square estimation

4.3 Prediction of Strength Mis-Match Effect on Critical CTOD by the Local Approach

Based on the local approach, the strength mis-match effect on the critical CTOD value was predicted. Figure 13 shows the procedure for prediction. According to the local approach, the critical Weibull stress distribution is given as a material property independent of the strength mis-matching. Then, the necessary procedure for prediction is to calculate the Weibull stress - CTOD relationship for the mis-matched specimen by using the $m$-parameter obtained from the homogeneous specimen. Connecting the CTOD value of the target specimen with the corresponding failure probability by way of the Weibull stress $\sigma_w$, the cumulative distribution of the critical CTOD value for the target specimen can be derived. Figure 14 shows the predicted distribution of the critical CTOD for the overmatched and undermatched specimens. The predicted results show a good agreement with the experimental results.
Figure 13 Procedure to predict the critical CTOD value for mis-matched specimens from test results of homogeneous specimens.

Figure 14 Distribution of critical CTOD values for mis-matched specimens predicted by the local approach.

(a) Prediction of strength overmatch effect
(b) Prediction of strength undermatch effect
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the local approach was applied to evaluate the fracture resistance of notched material with strength mis-matching. The influence of strength mis-matching on the critical CTOD value at fracture can be explained in terms of the constraint effect. The strength overmatching elevated the stress field ahead of the crack tip, which led to the decrease in the critical CTOD value. By contrast, a relaxation of the near-crack tip stress field was observed in the undermatched specimen, which was the reason for the increase in the critical CTOD value. With these properties in mind, the Weibull stress $\sigma_W$ was employed for the evaluation of fracture resistance of mis-matched specimens. It was demonstrated that the critical Weibull stress $\sigma_W^{cr}$ at brittle fracture initiation was independent of strength mis-matching near the notch tip.
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